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The relations between graphs and their corresponding fire partially commutative monoids are 
studied. The connecting link is the so-cal!ed clique-polynomial which turns ottt to be the Y.GSm 
function of the free partially commutative monoid. Various properties of this polynomial are 
studied. In particular the case when it is irreducible is characterized. 
1. Introduction 
..et A be a finite set and ($) the set of all two-element subsets of A. Every subset 
~4 of (2) defines a free partially commutative monoid by allowing two letters to 
commute if and only if {a, b}~ 8. More precisely, the free partially commutative 
monoid over A with commutation relation 6 is defined to be 
M(A,O)=A*/{ab=ba~{a.bj~Bj, (1) 
where A* is the free monoid over the set A with unit-element 1. Free partially 
commutative monoids have been introduced in [2] to represent certain combinatorial 
objects like flows and rearrangements. During the last ten years free partially 
commutative monoids also occurred in theoretical c&puter science as a model of 
concurrency and were studied by various authors [3,6]. Since then elements of 
M(A, 9) usually are called traces, subsets of M(A, 0) are called trace-ianguages. 
There is a lot of combinatorics involved in free partially commutative monoids. 
There are different ways of presenting M(A, 0) which give rise to different ways of 
representing the elements of M(A, 0). In Section 2 we give a new and unified 
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approach to some well-known representation theorems for M(A, 0). We shall use 
two binary operations 0 and 0 for graphs and two functors from the ca+:gory of 
partially ordered graphs to the category of free partially commutative monoids. Tine 
operations 0 and @ seem to be very natural, because they translate into very simple 
counterparts in the category of free partially commutative monoids. The set 3 of 
all finite graphs turns out to have an interesting algebraic structure with these 
operations. 
A very powerful toot for the study of the combinatorial properties of M(A, 0) is 
its Mobius-function. It was shown in [2] that the Mobius-function k&M cf M(A, 0) 
is the following polynomial in 2((M)). 
Consider 0 as the edge set of an undirected graph G with vertex set A. A subset 
C of A is called a clique of the graph G = (A, 6) if (:) c 0. Define the clique- 
polynomial p(G) of G to be 
p(G) =I (-l)“~,a~.. a., (2) 
where the sum is taken over all cliques {a,, a?, . , a,} of G. Then the Mobius- 
function of M is pcLM =p(G). 
In Section 3 we study some of the properties of p(G). The operations 0 and 0 
have again very simple interpretations in polynomial operations. In particular we 
shall see that p(G) is irreducible iff the complementary graph of G is connected. 
In Section 4 we construct different systems of representatives for M(A, 0). We 
generalize the weli-known concepts of Foata’s normal form and alphabetic normal 
form by defining them relative to some not necessarily totai order. Moreover, we 
derive a so-called Left-Right normal form, which is closely related to some order 
on the graph, implicitly defined by some representation of M(A, 0). This normal 
form can be calculated without making explicit use of some order but takes into 
account the representation of M(A, 0) only. 
In [S], Diekert characterized those free partially commutative monoids with a 
particularly simple Mobius-function in terms of some order-property of the defining 
graph. In Section 5 we study this property in more detail. 
Our considerations will show that to know the structural properties of all these 
concepts it is sufficient to know them on a generating set for tite algebra $9 of all 
finite graphs. A minimal generating set for this algebra is exhibited. 
2. Presentations of M(A, e) 
For graphs G = (A, 0) and H =’ (B, C#I) we say that H is a subgrapk of 6, if B c A, 
and $J E 8. For every graph G = (A, 0) we have the (edge-) complementary graph 
d = (A, g), where i= (4) - 8. The corresponding monoid &f(G) = M(A, &) is also 
denoted by ti(A, 0). The reason for this will be clear from Lemma 2.3(tj. For 
example, M(A, 0) = fi(A, (:)) = A*, and M(A, ($)) = ti(A, 0) = A@, the free com- 
mutative monoid over A. 
Let G = (A, 6) be a graph and B a subset of A. The graph 
is called an induced subgraph and frequently denoted by (3, 0). We also say that 
G is an exrension of H It is clear that H is an induced subgraph of G iff H is a 
subgraph of G and fi is a subgraph of G. It can be easily seen that in this case 
M(B, 0) is a submonoid and a homomorphic image of M(A, 0) BS well. 
Furthermore, we define for graphs G = (A, 0) and H = (B, 4) their direct sum 
to be 
GOH=(A+B,O++), (4) 
where “+” for sets means disjoint union, and the “product” 
- 
GOH=GOH. (5) 
Then it is e&y checked that GO H =m and G@ H = {A+ B, +} with edge 
set II, = 0 + & + {{a, b}) a E A, b E B}, and we obtain the following identities: 
M(GOH)=M(G)* M(H) (free product), (6) 
M(GOH)= M(G)x M(H) (direct product). (7) 
Both these operations are commutative and associative, and the graph @ = (0,3) 
is the neutral element for 0 and 0. As an immediate consequence of these equalities 
we caa derive the following. 
Lemma 2.1. (1) Let G be CI graph and G = Z,@&O. . .OZ, the decomposition of G 
in?o its connected components, G = Y, 0 Y,O. . .O Y, the decomposition qf G 
into its connected components. Then M(G) - M(Z,) * . . . * M(Z.) and M(G) - 
M(F,)x. . x M(E). 
(2) IfM(G) = M, x Mz, then there ore unique subgraphs H pnd K of G such that 
G=H9KandM,-M(N), M,-M(K). 
(3) If M( G) = M, * M2, then there are unique subgraphs H and K ?f G such that 
G=HCllKandM,-M(H),M,-M(K). 
Proof. (1) d= Y,@ Y-&. . .@ Y.eG=x@K;O.. .Or;;. 
(2) Let G =(A, 8), M(G) = M, x M?. and R =i(b, r,jl a E A} the subset of Sf, x 
Ml corresponding to A. R is a minimal generating set for M, x M2, hence the sets 
A,={a~A;l.+l} and A2=(a~AIrO#l} are disjoint and A=A,+A?. For 
arbitrary ietters UEA, and bs A, we find (G, 1).(1, ro)=(l,r,,). (I,_ l), hence 
{a, b)E 6, whereas for a, bE A, we have (a, b)E @ iff (l,, 1). (I,,, 1) =(!,,, 1). (la, If, 
and similarly for a, b E AZ. We den&e H = (A,, 8) and K = ( A2, 0). Then G = H @ K 
and MI--M(H), Mz-M(K). 
(35 Let a ==(rl, #+I be given. M(G) $: &d, = M1, and, similarly as in (21, R = 
~L”,r~,~LTr4,,~. . . r,,“,*J.f,~,.~, 10 i. .9; the subset of .&I, = Mz corresponding to A. Put 
,4, 5 !acAlSj I,,.,# I] and A?={a~A/gj r,,,,+ 1). By an argument as in (2) we 
obtain A -A, +A, and for OCA, and be A, {a, b}E 8.This implies for H -(A,, @) 
and K=(A?,B): G=H@K and 1W,=M(H), &-M(K). ??
fo give an example, let G = C,, the clique over the set A={a,, a2,. . , a,}. For 
every verten at-A we denote the graph C,,,, =({n},II) by (I and M(a) by a*. By 
the lemma we obtain from the sum d = (A, B) = ~,@a~@. . .@a,, the product 
representation A” = of X a: X. . . X a$. 
it is immediate that a graph G can be wri:ten G = H 0 K with proper induced 
subgraphs H and K iff G is not connected, and G = HC3 K iff d is not connected. 
We call H and K parts of G, and parts of parts of G are again parts of G. A graph 
is called indecomposahle, if it is connected and its complement is connected, i.e. if 
it uas no proper parts. In particular, Q, = (0, CI) is an indecomposable graph. 
We define 0, @-expressions inductively by the following conditions: 
a every indecomposable graph is a 0, O-expression 
?? if G and H are 0, @-expressions, then GO H and GO H are 0, ZSexpressions. 
We say that a graph G has a primitive @,&Q-expression, if G can be described 
by a finite ET),, @-expression in which all indecomposabie graphs are one-element 
srsphs. It is clear that a 0; O-expression for G can be converted into a 0, O- 
expression for G uy replacing every occurrence of 0 by @I and vice versa and every 
indecomposable part occurring in the 0, O-expression by its complement. 
Besides 0 and 0, the foilowing cpezttions for graphs nr; kenient: 
G~JH=(AuB,Bu$), G~H=(AITB,B~+). 
We note that 0 and 0 do not distribute in one or the other order. Moreover, for 
all non-empty graphs G,.Y, a,?d K, we have (GOH)@K#(GOK)O(HOK), 
because every graph hes 2 unique normalform, as is shown by the next lemma; but 
(G@)H)OK =(GOK)u(H@K) for arbitrary graphs G, H, and K. 
Lemma 2.2. Up 10 commuta?ivity and associativity of 0 and 0, every graph has a 
uniquely determined 0, O-expression, the normal form of the graph. 
Proof. If G is not connected, then d is connected, hence tbe root of the tree 
representing the 83, @-expression is uniquely determined and the corresponding 
parts are uniquely determined up to commutativity and associativity of 0 and 0. 
Applying this argument recursively to the corresponding subtrees gives the desired 
result. 0 
‘The normal form of G can be represented by a binary tree, representing the 
0, @expression. By the associativity of 0 and 0, this tree can be converted into 
a (not necessarily binary) alternating tree, i.e. every non-leaf successor of a O-node 
is a @,-node and vice versa. We can make this alternating normal form of G unique 
if we put a suitable partial order onto the set of all 73,rts of G. This can be done, 
for example, in the following way. Put a total order on A. If H = (B, ~$0) and 
K = (D, $) are parts, then H -Z K iff min( B) < nun(D) and H n K = @. This defines 
a partial order on the set of all parts of G. Ordering the subtrees of every node in 
the alternating 0, O-tree for G according to this order, -we obtain the nlterneting 
normalform of G. For example, if the 0, O-tree of the alternating normal form of 
G has height at most two, then G is an n-partite graph or a disjoint union of cliques. 
We remark that it is decidabie whether a graph G has a primitive 0, @-expression. 
The smallest example for3 graph which does not possess 3 primitive%), O-expression 
is the graph L,, shown in Fig. 1, since it is connected and its complement is again 
connected. 
L,: 0 
1 d 
Fig. 1. 
Thus we can consider the set of all finite graphs as the free algebra of type (2,2,0) 
with two associative and commutative operations and 3 common neutra! element, 
generated by the set of indecomposable graphs over finite subsets of a countable 
set. On this algebra we have an involution G ++ G which is induced by an involution _ __I__ 
on the indecomposable graphs, and the laws G8 H = GO H and GO H = GO H. 
The one-point graphs and @ are fixed points for this involution. For two graphs 
G=(A,0)andH=(A,~)wehaveGnH=~n~ifGandHarecliquesor~ 
and fi are cliques. 
There is a second normal form for every graph G = (A, Oj, which we call the 
canonical form of G. Up to commutativity and associativity of v and @ and 
idempotency of v every graph is uniquely determined by its maximal cliques, i.e. 
expressible as union of graphs of the form a, @a,@. . .C3ia., for some m E N, and 
a,sA for ISi<m. If C ,,..., C,, are the maximal cliques of G, then G can be 
writtenG=(C ((2))~. . . u ( C,, (%a)). To simplify notation -ae write the canonical 
formofG=C:;...uC,,. 
Let G = (.I, 8) and H = (4 Q, j be graphs. A gro$ -morphismf: G + H is a mapping 
f: A+ B with the property 
vu, baA (la, b)Eehf(a)#f(h!~If(u),Jf(b)}E~). (8) 
f is an injective graph-morphism if f: A+ B is injective, and f is a surjecti;c 
graph-morphism if the mapping f: A + B is surjective and the induced mapping 
(l) : (7) + 2* has the property 4 E (i)( 13). As usual, isomorphisms are injective and 
surjective morphisms. It should be rooted that for every injective graph-morphism 
f: G + H, the inverse mapping f-’ :f(G)+ G is again an injec:P;e graph-morphism, 
where f(G) = (f(A), 4). 
3% R. K&UK 
Since it is a mapping between the sets of vertices, every graph-morphismf: G+ fi 
can be considered as a labelling function, and thus the pair (GJ) represents a 
labelling of the vertices of G. Vice versa, every labelling of a graph G = (A, 0) is a 
mapping f: A + B into some set B of labels which can be assumed to be surjective 
without loss of generality and thus defines a graph-morphism f from G onto the 
graph (I?, 4) with #~={{f(a).f(b)}lo, bsA,_f(a)Zf(b)}. The interest in graph- 
morphisms comes from the close relationship between graphmorphisms and 
monoid-morphisms of the corresponding free partially commutative mcnoids which 
is summarized by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. (1) Every graph-morphism f: G --) I! has n unique extension to a monoid- 
morphism M(f): M(G) + M(H), and every totcl order on the vertices of G dejines 
o monoid-morphism G(f) : ti( H) + rii( G). 
(2) If f is injective, then every M(f) is surjecriue. 
(3) If f is surjective, then M(f) is surjective and every d(f) is injective. 
Proof. Let G = (A, 0) and H = (B, 4). Thenf: A + I3 extends uniquely to a monoid- 
morphism f: A* + B* and by (8), f induces a monoid-morphism M(f): M(G) + 
M(H). 
Define a morphism f’: B*+A* byf’(b) =fl {aIf = b}, where for every bE B 
the cxd~r of the letters in the product is according to the given total order on the 
vertices of G, and the empty product is 1 for convenience. f is a graph-morphism, 
hence {b, b’}e r$ implies {a, a’}@ 6 for all a and a' such that f(a) = b and f(a’) = b’, 
and we have in R(G): 
{b,b’j~~S+,b+b’ =;i f’(bb’)=f’(&)f’(b’)=f’(b’)f’(b)=f’(b’b). (9) 
Thus f’ induces a morphism &f(f) : &f(H) * It?(G) and we have (1). If f has the 
additional property that f-‘(b) is a clique in G for every be B, then B(f) is 
independent of the order chosen in f’(b) and every t- uta! order on G defines the 
same morphism A( f ). 
If f: G-t H is injective, then (i):($)+(t) and f: A*+ B* are injecrive, and 
.!(:A*! = B*/{b = 11 bef(A)). Hence, &‘(I-) is surjective, and w_ have (2). 
If f : G + H is surjective, then f: A* + B* is surjertive and B* is isomorphic to 
A*/ia=bIa, bEA, f(a)=f(b)}. Hence we can see that M(f):M(G)+M(H) is 
i surjective morphism, in fact it is an amalgamation of letters. To see that fi(f) is 
injective, we note the following fact which is a consequence of (9) and the surjectivity 
off: 
(*) For every pair (1, b of different letters of B we have ab = ba in G(H) if 
and only if every letter of f-‘(a) commutes in I&‘(G) with every letter of 
f ?bi. 
~JOW let x,, XZ, . . . , x, and y,, yr, . . . , y, be elements of B such that 
n;i(,f)(x, . x2.. . . . &I= fi(f KY, . y, . . . . y,). 
This means:f’(x,) ..f'(xJ . . . ..f’(x,,) =f’(y,) ‘.f’(yz) . .f’(y,,) in Q(G). Every 
letter occurring on the left side with some muXplicity must also occur on the right 
side with the same multiplicity and vice versa. Hence from the equivalence 
f~‘(&)nf-‘(y,)fB e x, =y,, 
we obtain n = m and (xi, x2,. . , x,) must be a permutation of i_v,, y,, . . . , y,,). 
From (*) it follows immediately that (x, . x2 . . . x,,!.= (y, . yz . . . . yn) in A?f(H) 
and (3) is shown. 0 
The following lemma gives a first insight into the structure of graph-morphisms. 
Lemma Z-4. Ler f: G + H = Z,&Z,@. . .@Z,, be a graph-morphism, where Z,, Z2, 
. . / z,, are arbitrary subgraphs of H. Then G = Y,O YzO. .O Y,_ where Y, denotes 
the subgraph of G induced on the subset f -‘(Zi), i E { 1,2, . , n}. 
Proof. The lemma follows from the c---‘d “A erations (9) in the proof of Lemma 
2.3(l). ??
With these properties we can define the following derived graphs. 
(1) For a given graph G = (A, 6)) we define the canonical equivalence relation n 
on G by 
(a,b)E? +$ jiE,4](a,cjE61juja)={c~Al(b,c)~B)u{b}. 
For !ater use we denote the set {c E A 1 (a. c) E e} by the symbol A,. it can easily be . _ . 
checked that n 1s m fact an equivalence ret anon on the se: A. Let Ci , C,, j C, 
be the maximal cliques of G. We denote by IT(C) the equivalence partitioning A 
into C, and A - Ci. T;;en n can be written 
q= f-l n(C). 
iet,.....n1 
in fact, if a, b E A are such that a belongs to the maximal clique C, and b does not, 
then (a, b)@ n. and if (a, b) ~fJ,,t ,__) II and {a, cjf @, then a and c belong 
to some common maximal clique C,. This clique also contains b, hence {b, c) E 8 
follows. ‘Kerefore every q-class U is a clique in G and for every pair U, V of 
distinct n-classes we find UO V or U@ V as a subgraph of G. n can also be 
expressed as the largest equivalence relation (relative to set inclusion) on A such 
that every maximal clique is a union of n-classes. 
_ . . P . un me set 01 eq-urvalence classes we define a gLaYL. IIIULX...c “, n by __^I. ..*-.,w,lrLI 0 I 
{[a],,[b],}~ O/q e 3a’E[a],,3b’E[b], such that {a’, b’]E@. 
This condition is equivalent to: for every a’f [a], and every b’E--lb], we have 
(a’. h’)~ W We call the graph H =(A/Q S/q) rile skeleton of G. Far example, the 
skeleton of the graph in Fig. 2a is shown in Fig. 2b. 
It is immediate that a graph is connected iff its skeleton is connected, and that 
the natural mapping is a surjective graph-morphism from G onto its skeleton H 
and from d onto Zi. By part (3) of Lemma 2.3 we deduce that M(H) is a 
homomorphic image of M(G) and M(H) is a submonoid of M(G). If for some 
graph G the equivalence relation p is reduced to the diagonal on A, then G is 
called .skeZernZ. 
(a) 
Fig. 2. 
(b) 
(2) Let again G = (A, 0) be a given graph and B a finite set, such that a mapping 
f: A-f 2R exists with the property 
Yu,ULEA (a#b+f(a)nf(b)=0). 
We define a graph structure W on B by taking as maximal cliques of ZZ the set-unions 
iJ,,cf(a), where C is a maximal clique of G. Then G and H have the same 
skeleton. In particular, if G is skeletal, then G is the skeleton of H. 
The previous lemmas can be used to give simple proofs ofthe following well-known 
theorems, which are fundamental for the further studies of the combinatorial 
properties of free partiahy commutative moiioids (see e.g. [3,4,6]). 
Theorem 2.5. Zf C,, C2,. , . , C,, are the maximal cliques of a given graph G, then 
M(G) is a homomorphic image c$CF * Cf * . . . * Cz ; to be precise, let Ci.j = C, n C, 
for 1 s i < j s n. Then M(G) is the free product of the monoids Cy , Cy, . . , Cy, 
amalgamated by the monoids CF,. 
Proof. Let H = C,O CzO. . .O C, be the direct sum of the maximal cliques of G. 
The vertices of H can be identified with the pairs (a, i) where a is a vertex of G 
and a E Ci. The mapping J which sends the vertex (a, i) of H to the vertex a E G 
is a surjective graph-morphism from H onto G. Hence, by Lemma 2.3(3), 
M(f) : M(H) + M(G) is a surjective monoid-morphism, and the proof of Lemma 
2.3(3) shows that M(G) is isomorphic to the quotient M(H)/{((a, i)= 
(4 j))(f(a, i) =.f(b, j), i Z j}. From Lemma 2.1 follows that 
M(H)=M(C,)*M(C2)*...*M(C,,)=C~*C~*...*C~. 
Ill” ,:,+ i) = (b,j)) /f(a, i) =JC(b,j), i Zji L {((a, i) = (a,j)) / i # j), &ice factorizing this 
monoid by the set {((a, i) = (b, j)) If(a, i) =f(b, j), if j} meaus identifying those 
letters which were split by the construction of H. For given i and j (i #j) this set 
is characterized by Cj = C, n C,, which generates the submonoid CF, of CF and 
of cr. 
Thus the quotient M(H)!{((a, i) = (a, j)) 1 i #j}. . IS rsomorphicto the amalgamation 
of CY*C”?*...*CF 
follows. 0 
by the monoids Cyj for 1 c i <j s fi and the theorem 
If we consider the complementary graph for G then the theorem reads as follows. 
Theorem 2.6. Let G = (A, 0) be a graph. [f C, , C,, . , C,, are the morimal cliques 
of 4 then M(G) is isomorphic to the submonoid of Cf x CT x. . . x Cz prnerated by 
the set of elements of the form ~(a) = (a,, a2,. . , a.), where a E A and a, is a if a E C, 
and 1 othei-wi.ve. 
Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of the last theorem. Define 
fi = C,OC,O. .OC,,; then G is a homomorphic image of I? by the morphism 
h, which sends (a. i) E C, to a. By Lemma 2.3(3), there is an injective monoid- - - 
morphism M(h):d(@+M(H); hence an injection M(h):M(G)+ M(H). Since 
H = c;Oc;;O. . .O C,, , Lemma 2.1 gives the product representation 
M(H)-C:xC;x...xC$, 
and the definition of A? gives 
~(h)(a)=n{(a,i);aEC,}=L(~). D 
Note that in fact M(G) is a subdirect product of the M(c) with i = 1,. _ . , n. 
For a given graph G = (A, 6) we call a subset L of A an a;rticlique of G if the 
graph (e, (i)) is a subgraph of G, i.e. L is a clique of 6. This is equivalent to sayirkg 
that (L,@) is a_ :..-1.____( _._L____1- _1_ .- 11 ‘II”“ce<I suvgr‘lp,r, “1 “. , UC ,IIC”.r.._ __.. _.._.. __ J -z-- &L--m.., PQ~ then he -tate,j as fojlows: 
M(G) is a subdirect product of the free monoids generated by the vertex sets of 
the maximal anticliques of G. 
From this theorem it follows immediate!y that M(G) is cancellable, i.e. uo = uw+ 
u = w and VU = wu j o = W. Moreover, Theorem 2.6 is the basis for the solution of 
many prob!ems, as for example solution of equations, finding systems of representa- 
tives, etc., by solving them componentwise and then composing the component 
solutions to a universal solution. For example, we can see that M(G) is locallyjinite 
because submonoids and direct products of locally finite monoids are locally finite. 
(A monoid M is called locally finite if every rrr t A4 has only a finite number of 
factorizations m = m, . . . . mp with k 3 0 and mi E M - { 1) for ail i E {i, . . . , k). The 
empty product yields 1.) From Theorem 2.5 it is immediate that, for G = (A, 8) with 
canonical form G = C, v C, U. . v C,, M(G) is a bi-unitary submcnoid of 
CY*C”*...* CF, i.e. if u, 0, w o Cy * Cp * . ..*CFwithu-o=w,thenu,we 
M(G) implies UE M(G), and u, we-M(G) implies UE M(G). 
The proofs of the theorems and of Lemma 2.1(2) and (3) can be slightly modified 
to obtain the following generalizations. 
Tiwmm 2.7. Let G = (A, A) be a graph. 
(I) (fG=G,uG,=. .u ~7,~ is a represenration of G as a union qfsome subgraphs 
of G, then M(G) is isomorphic to the free product of the monoids &?(G,);=,....,,, 
amalgamated by the monoids M( G, n Gj)i,j=, ,..., II. 
(2) IfG=G,uGzu., u G,, is a representation of & as a union of some subgraphs 
of8 then M(G) is isomorphic 12 the submonoid ofM(c;) X. . x M(E), generated 
bv the elements qfle&rm L(a)=(a,,a,,. ,, , cr.. 1 ,,,> wlrz;r a E A and a, is a if a E G, 
and 1 otherwise. 
(3) Let M( .T) bea subdirectproducr ofM, and Mz. Then C? = l>u Rand M(H) z 
M, and M(K)aM>. 
(4) Lei M(G) be an amalgamation of M, * Mz by some common submonoid MX. 
ThenG=HuKandM(H)~M,,M(K)-M1, M(HnK)=M,. 
Proof. Since the proofs of (1) and (2) are only transcriptions of the proofs of 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, v:e prove only (3) and (4) for arbitrary graphs G = (A, 0). 
(3) Let R = {(I,,, r.)] a E A} the subset of M, x Mz corresponding tc A. The sets 
A, = {a E A] r,, f i} and Al = {a E A 1 r,, f 1) need not be disjoint, but A, u Al = A. If 
a~A~,b~A~-A~,then{a,b}~~~JI;I~=/~~la.Similarly,ifo~A,, bEAZ-A,, 
then a,b~6~rO~r~=r,,~r0. If a,bcA,clA>, then a,bEB~(l.,r,)~(l,,,r,,j= 
(I,,, r,,). (I,, r,). Finally, for aEA,-A,, bEAz-A,, we have (a, b)E 8. Hence for 
H = (A,, 0) and K = (A?, 0) we find 6 = I? u K and M(H) is a submonoid of M, 
and M(K) is a submonoid of n/rz. Now we obtain M(H)=M, and M(K)-Mz, 
because M(G) is a subdirect product of M, and M,. 
(4) Let us denote the classes of M, * M? amalgamated by Ma by the symbols [w] 
with w E A*. Since A is a minimal generating system for M(G), the corresponding 
set {[a] 1 a E A) is a minimal generating system, and for a, b E A, a tc b, [a] [b] = 
[b] . [a] holds if and only if in, b} E 0. For rhe subsets A, = {a 1 [a] n M, # @} and 
Az={al[4]n M2#0} of A we obtain G=CA,, O)u(Az, 0) and it follows readily 
that M,=M(A,,O), M,=M(A2, O), and M3-M(A,nA2t 0). U 
From this theorem we see that in Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, it is sufficient to take a 
minimal cover of the edges of G by (maximal) cliques and a minimal cover of d 
by (maximal) cliques, respectively. By a cover by cliques of the graph G = (A, 0) we 
meanacoverA=C,uCzc,...uC,,ofAsuchthate=(~)u(~)u...u(~~~).Itis 
called min?maZ, if the number n is minimal. Note that this implies C, , C,, . , C, 
to be maximal cliques. We call the number n the independence number P(G) of G. 
The canonicai form of a graph is a particular cover by cliques not being minimal 
in general. ,%busively we ca!l a cover of the graph G by cliques (of d) a cover of 
G by anticliques. Taking a minimal cover of G by anticliques we obtain the corre- 
sponding representation of M(G) as a subdirect product of free monoids with 
minimal redundancy according to Theorem 2.7(2). Considering our pipeline-model 
of Section 4, the number of anticliques in such a minimal cover of G by anticliques 
might be called the pnrallelity number a(G) of the graph G since it is the minimal 
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number of pipelines necessary to represent the <!ements of _M( G). On the other 
tand we may use represemations of G with higher redundancy to obtain representa- 
tions of M(G) with additional useful properties. 
The numbers p(G) and n(G) should not be confused with the so-called clique 
cover number and chromatic number, respectively, whose definition does not take 
into account the covering of the edges of the given graph but only the vertices. 
Obviously every cover by cliques of the edges is also a cover of the vertices of a 
graph, hence the clique cover number is bounded above by p(G), and the chromatic 
number by rr( G). 
Corollary 2.8 (Cori and Perrin [4], Duboc [6]). Let G = (A, 0) be a graph and 
u, o E A*. For B c A let nB be the projection of A* onto B* and for (I, b E A denote 
qot by vC and r!‘a,hl by T~,~. Then ta = u in M(G) i$for ali a, b E 0: v,,J u) = T~_,,( o) 
andforalla~B=A-U8: x,(u)=T,,(L’). 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.7 to the decomposition G =&,bjcn C{S.t: v 
u.,s (a,B). 0 
Proposition 2.9. Let G sod H be graphs. If M(G) = M(H), then G = H. 
Proof. This is a consequence of ?heorem 2.6 together with Theorem 2.7(3), for 
example. 0 
To illustrate Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 we consider the following example. Let 
A = {a, b, c, d, e} and the graph Q be g:ven as shown in Fig. 3a. Then the graph i;i; 
is as shown in Fig. 3b, and we have the maximal cliques {a, b, c}, {b, d], and {c, e) 
of Q. Therefore M(Q) is isomorphic to {a. b,, c,}~ * {b2, d}O * {c2, e}“/b, = b2, 
c, = c2. According to the maximal cliques {a, d, e}, {c, d), and {b, e) of 0 we obtain: 
M(Q) is isomorphic to the submonoid of {a, d, e}* X{C, d}*x {b, e}*, generated by 
the elements (a, 1, l), (1, 1, bj, (1, c, l), (d, d, I), and (e, 1, e). 
We denote the skeleton of a graph G = (A, 0) by the symbol 9(G). The set of 
cliques of G is a n-sub-semilattice 2” of _ 7”, considered as a semilattice. We shzll 
see that the clique-semilattice of Y(G) characterizes G in a certain sense. 
Lemma 2.10. Let G and H be graphs. The;1 
(1) 2”‘“’ is isomorphic lo a zdxeiitiktrice oj P; 
(2) Y’(GOH)=Y(G)@Y(H); 
(3) Y(GOZf)=P’(Y(G)09(H)); 
(4) Y(G) = Y(Y(G)). 
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Proof. (I) Y(G) may be identified with the set ofatoms (= n -irreducibles) in 2”‘G’. 
“o’ The embedding of 2’ into 2c is accomplished by the mapping [n] ++ {b 1 b E [a]]. 
(2) The definition of the canonical equivalence can be reformulated 
(n, b) E 7) e the star of a equals the star of b, 
where the star cf a is the set {a}v{c E Ai{a, C}E f?} = {a}” A,. Therefore, in GO H, 
no vertex of G can be equivalent to a vertex of H, from where (2) follows immediately. 
(3) It is easy to see tbat points u and b have the same star in GO H if- and only 
if [a] and [b] have the same star in Y(G)@,Y(H). 
(4) In Y(G) two points are equivalent irf they are equal. 0 
We come back to the algebraic structure of the set $7 of all finite graphs. Since 
@ can be uniquely expressed by 0 and -, 9 can be considered as the free (@,a, @)- 
algebra and the free (CD,-; @)-algebra ar weli. Note that in the second case the 
minimal generating system for this algebra is about half the size of the minimal 
generating system of the (0, 0, @)-algebra 9, because we only need one of G and 
b for every graph G in the minimal generating system of 3. Every (CD,-, @p)- 
subalgebra of D is also a (0, 0, @)-subalgebra, but not vice versa: e.g. the (Q, @,4)- 
algebra generated by a single graph which is not isomorphic to its compiementary 
graph is not a (0, -, @)-algebra. On the other hand let 93 be a subset of $7 with 
the property GE B+ d E B. Then the (0, -, @)-subalgebra of 9 and the (0, 0, a)- 
subalgebra of 9 generated by 8 coincide. In particular the set 9 of all primitive 
graphs and the set 4 of graphs generated by those graphs whose complement is 
isomorphic to itself are (0, -, cb)-subalgebras of 9 with @ E 9 E J c 9. Note that 
every graph with isomorphic complemeni must be indecomposable. 
3. The e:itpie-pG~nomIa! of a graph 
As usual we denote, for a given locally finite monoid M, the monoid-ring over 
Z by Z(M)), and Z((A&)) by Z[[A]]. Z(M) and Z[A] are the corresponding rings 
of polynomials. 
Let G= (A, ej be a graph and M = M(Gj. By definition, the clique-polynomial 
of G is the poiynomial p(G) E Z(M) 
p(G) =z; (-l)“a,a, . . . an, 
where the sum is taken over all cliques {a,, a2,. . . , a,} of G, and p(Q) = 1. Observe 
that the empty set is always a clique. It is clear that the definition of p(G) is 
independent of the order of ai, CL,. . . , a, for every ciique {ai, cZ,. . . , a,}. It is 
obvious that the mapping G is, p(G) is an injection from the class of all graphs 
into the class of all polynomials. In this section we collect some properties of the 
clique-polynomial. 
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The graph G, consisting of a single point a, has the clique-polynomial p(G) = I -a 
If G and H are graphs, then every non-empty clique of G@ H is a clique of either 
G or f-f and conversely. It follows that 
prC@Hj-l=(p(G)-l)+fp(H)-1). ilO) 
The union of a clique of G with a clique of H is a clique of G@H. Moreover, 
every clique of GO H is a disjoint union of a clique in G and a clique in H which 
are both uniquely determined. Since parities behave correctly, and the order of the 
letters within cliques is immaterial, we obtain 
p(G@ff)=p(G)-p(H). (11) 
From these formulae we obtain as speck! cases the clique-polynomials for the clique 
and the anticlique on a set A = {a,, a2,. _ . , a.) 
We say that a finite famify (CT,),, , of graphs 5~s tt-; cl@+proper::,: [CP! if erety 
(maximal) clique of the graph U,,, G, is a (maximal) clique of at least one of the 
graphs Gi. A particular family having {CP) is the set of all maximal cliques of a 
given graph. We always assume f to be tota& ordered. 
in, particular, we how for G = lJi,, G 
p(G)= C (-1)“‘-I fi (1-c). (15) 
OflEl c-c, 
Letf: G+Y(G) be ihe nntural graph-morp&smfrom G onto the skeleton ofG. I&n 
p(G)=wf(p(S(G))), whereo/isfh~subsliturion~~(b)=l-~_r~~!=~(I-~)fOTeL’f)lY 
arbitrary verfex b ofY(G). Let f: d + Y(6) be the natural graph-morphism from G 7 
onto the skeleton of C% Then p(G)=q(p(Y’(G))), where + is the substiturion 
q(b) =&ca,=b zx for euery arbitrary wrtex b of.Y(G). 
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Proof. For every clique C of IJ,,, Cj set J(C j = (io II C is a dicpe in G,). Prom 
(CP), it foollows that J(C) #(d; thus j(C) := min J(C) always exists. We consider 
the set “F- {(C,J)I C is a clique of tJic, G,, JC J(C)} and define the following 
mapping LY from 5 into itself: 
cu(c’J)= (C,Ju{j(C)}) I 
(C, J-{j(C)}) ifj(C)EJ, 
ifj(C)kZJ. 
The mapping (Y is an involution on 9 without fixed points, hence it is a bijection 
between the set of all cliques of @,, ,,,,,, EVen (n,,, G;) and the set of all cliques of 
8 ,L,,,,odd (n,,, Gi). Hence these sets can be considered to be identical and since 
01 is sign-reversing, we obtain the first equality. 
The second equality follows from the first one if we note that ni,,, Gi = Ui,, G, = 
G. 
If every G, is a clique, then f-J,, G, is a clique for every non-empty subset J of 
I, and, as we saw before, p(nitJ Gi) =n,,, (1 -c), hence equality (15) follows 
from (14) and (l&13). The natural morphism from G onto its skeleton Y(G) has 
the property that the inverse image of every vertex b of Y(G) is a clique of G which 
has nrcaiSh (1 -a) as clique-polynomial. Maximal cliques of 9(G) containing b are 
in l-l-correspondence to maximal cliques of G containing some vertex a with 
f(a) = b. Since of performs exactly this substitution, we obtainp(G) = of(p(S(G))). 
For the natural morphism from d onto its skeleton S(G), the inverse image of 
every vertex b of Y(G) is a clique of G> hence an anticlique of G which has the 
clique-polynomial 1 -&,,.,=t, a. This means to_substitute &o)=h a for b. ??
The prop&t&n , icgelher with equalities (10) and (ll), says that every clique- 
polynomial can be generated from chyue-polynomials of some indecomposable and 
skeletal graphs by addition, multiplication, and substitution. 
The following example gives some applications of these formulae. Let the follow- 
ing graph L4 be given: 
a-b-c-d. 
We can write L4= Gu H for 
G: a-b -c and H: b-c-d. 
Then G=(nOc)Ob, H=(bOd)Oc, and the family (G,H) has (CP). We apply 
(10) and (11) to G and H to obtain p(G)=(l-a-c)(l-b) and p(H)= 
(1-b-d)(l-c). Now we can apply (14) and obtain 
p(L,)=p(G)+p(H)-p(GnH) 
=(l-a-c)(l-b)+(l-b-d)(l-c)-(1-b)(l-c). 
Thecanonicalformfor Lqis L,=(a@b)u(bOc)v(d@c).Accordingto(l~) we 
end up with 
p(L~)=!!-~j(!-bj+(l-cj(l-b)+(i-d)(l-c)-(l-b)-(l-c)-l+l 
=l-a-b-c-d+ab+cbt-dc. 
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To see that property (CP) is necessary, consider the decomposition C&s<1 = (a 0 b) u 
(bOc)u(a@c). Applying (14) to this expression yields 
p((aOb)u(bOc)u(aOc)) 
=p((aOb)u(bOc))+p(a@c)-p(aOc) 
=p(G)+p(aOc)-p(aOc) 
This expression cannot be equal to p( C ,a,,,,)=p(a@bOc)=(l-n)(l-b)(?-c) 
since the degree of p(C,,,,,) is 3, but the degree of p((aOb)u(b~3c)u (a@~)) 
is 2. 
The graph G above is the ske!e:on of the graph K, shown in Fig. 4. Apply- 
ing the substitution ci for the graph-morphism i: K + C with f(a) =a, 
j-(b)=f(d)=b, f(c)=c, we obtain from p(G)=(l-a-c)(l-b): p(K)= 
(I-a-c)(l-(1-(1-b)(l-d)))=(l-a-c)(l-b)(l-6). 
K: a<%>L 
Fig. 4. 
On the other hand the graph aOb@d is the skeleton of K hence by the last 
part of Proposition 3.1 we can obtain p(G) by applying the substimtion a H n+ c 
to the clique-polynomial of y(B)= a@ b@d. l%is &so resu!ts in p(K) = 
(l-a-c)(l-b)(l-d). 
For every graph G = (A, f3) we define a partial order on A to be an order on the 
graph G if every clique of G is a chain in the order, i.e. a totally ordered subset of 
A. r3f course, it is sufficient that evee maximal clique of G is a chin. We call G, 
together with such an order, LL ordered graph. Every graph G can be ordered, 
because, for exampie, with every total order on the set of vertices, every graph is 
an ordered graph, For every ordered graph G = (A, t?) we can represent the poly- 
iromial p(G) by a polynomial in Z(A*) by ordering every monomial of p(G) 
according to the partial order on A. We forget about the order of G, if we consider 
p(G) as an element of Z{M(G)), or Z[A], because then the order of the letters 
within every clique is immaterial. Of course, every order on G induces an order on 
every connected component of G, and conversely, the disjoint union of the orders 
on the components is an order on G. Hence (10) is also valid for ordered graphs. 
If G = (A, 0) and H = (B, 4) are ordered, then GO H is ordered by the order on 
the disjoint union of A and B, which extends the given orders by o < b if n E A and 
b E B. Now, also (11) isvalidfor orderedgraphs, butp( G@H) #p(H@G), whereas 
p(GOH) =p(H@G). Note that, if G is an ordered graph, then 9(G) is also an 
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ordered qr?Ph by defining the followins derived order on 9(G): 
[Ql<[bl e 
[a] # [b] and a’< b’ holds for the minimai elements 
a’ of [a] and b’ of [b]. 
Conversely, if Y(G) is an ordered graph, ‘Ihen G can be ordered by taking an 
arbitrary fixed total order on every clique [a] of G(a E A) and extending this by 
a<b @ a#b and [a]<[b]. 
in this case the natural graph-morphism f: G + .Yp( G) is a morphism of ordered 
graphs (i.e. a s b+f(a) sf(b)). The two processes are not the reverse of each other. 
Take the order d <a c b, d < c < b, d i b on the graph K (Fig. 4). Going to Y(K) 
and back to K wili never produce the original order on K. It also follows that a 
tabelling of an ordered graph cannot be considered as a homomorphism of ordered 
graphs in general. 
Part of the following theorem grew out of some fruitful discussions with C. 
Reutenauer. We recall that a monoid M is said to be irredzible if M = M, x M2 
implies MI or M2 to be trivial. 
Theorem 3.2. For every ordered graph G - (A, O), the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(1) p(G) is irreducible ooer Z[A]; 
(2) p(G) is irreducible over Z(M(G)); 
(3) p(G) is irreducible ouer Z(A*); 
(4) d is connected; 
(5) M(G) is irt-educible. 
Proof. (l)+(2) and (2)+(3) are obvious. 
(3)+(4): If d is not conrtected, then we can find subgraphs n and K of d such 
that8=AORThenG=HOKan-‘from(ll)weconcludep(G)=p(H).p(K). 
(4)+(l): We assume d to be connected, but p(G) = h. k is a factorization over 
ZCAI and h and k are not constant. We denote by deg.(p) the partial degree of a 
polynomial p E Z(M(G)) in the symboi a E A. For every symbol c E A we have 
deg,(p(G)) = 1 and from 
p=h.k*Va~A deg.(p)=deg,(h)+deg,(k) 
for all p, h, k E Z[Aj, it follows that 
VQEA deg,(h)=l e deg,(k)=O. (16) 
7% means that i: symbol occurs in it iff it does not occur in k. Since every symbol _-.. i . ..__. 
a n A occurs as a monomial in p(G) we infer that every a E A occurs as a monomial 
in either h or k, but not in both. On the ether hand h must have at least one symbol 
a 6.4 as a monomial, for otherwise deg.(k) = 1 for every a E A, hence by (16), h 
would be constant. Similarly, k has at least such a symbol b E A. 
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Now 6 is ccnneded, hence we can find an edge in ii joining some symbols Q 
and b, occurring as monomiais in it and k, respectively. Then we know that the 
coe_Ricient of ab in p(G) is zero: (p(G), ab) = 0. But 
(p(G), Qb)=(h, 1). (S Qb)+(h, Q) . (k, b)+(h, b). (k, a)+#, Qb) (k, l), 
and we know (h, a). (k, b)+(h, b). (k, a)= 1. The coefficient (h,ab) cannot be 
different from 0, since otherwise deg,,(h) = 1 and hence degb(k) = 0, contradicting 
our choice of b. Similarly, (k, ab) = 0, and the result of the above sum is 1, which 
is a contradiction. 
The equivalence of (4) of (5) was already shown in Lemma 2.1. Cl 
Corollary 3.3. (1) Let F be an Qrbi?rQyfield and pF( G) the image o_fp( G) under rhe 
morphism Z[A] + F[A] induced by the ring-morphism z H z. 1 fiam Z to F. Then 
pF( G) is irreducible $7 B is connected. 
(2) p(G) is irreducible over Z(M(G)) @p(d)+ 1 cannot be written as the sum of 
two non-trivial clique-polynomials. 
(3) p(G)=p(~)~p(K)@~(~j=p(~j+p(~j-1. 
Proof. (1) Every factortzation of p(G) gives a factorization of p,(G). For the 
opposite direction, note that the proof of the theorem does not make use of any 
ring-element different from 0 or 1. 
(2) and (3) If p(Gj = h. k is a factorization over Z(M(Gj), then C? = 80 R by 
Theorem 3.2 and p(@=p(I?)+p(R)- 1 by equation (10). For the opposite direc- 
tion let p(d) = p( fi) + p( I?) - 1 for some arbitrary graphs .r? and d From this we 
can derive d=I?@K, hence G=HOK andp(G)=p(H).p(K). 0 
4. Cross-sections for free partially commutative monoids 
In Section 2 we have seen several different presentations for free partially commu- 
tative monoids M(A, 0) zz A*/p, where p = { ab = ba 1 {a, b] E @}. In this section we 
derive normal forms for the elements of M(A, 6), i.e. for the p-classes as subsets 
of A*, by using the different presentations. 
A subset T of A* is called a cross-section or a fransnersul for M( A, 0) if 7 contains 
exactly one element of every p-class. T is called rational, if T is a member of the 
class Rat(A*) of subsets of A*. where for some arbitrary monoid M the class 
Rat(M) of all rational subsets of M is defined by the following scheme: 
0 @eRat(M), (m}aRat(M) for every moM, 
0 U, VcRat(M)+U. V={uclu~ U,VE V]ER~~(M) and U*U VoRat(M), 
?? lJ~Rat(M)+U*=u,,a f.J”tRat(Mj, 
and U”=(l), U”+‘= U. U”, and 0* = {l}. If some cross-section T and w E A” are 
given, then we can consider the single element in the intersection T n [ wIp as the 
representative for W. Sometimes it is convenient to consider T as a mapping 
associating to every w E A*, the representative T(w). 
Let G be an ordered graph with canonical form G = C, u C2 v . . . u C,, . According 
to Theorem 2.5, M(G) can be considered as the free product of the monoids 
cy, c?, . . . , CF, amalgamated by the monoids Cz, where Ci,j = C, n Cj for 1 s i < 
j = n. This means that we are free to consider elements of C$ as belonging to C” 
or C,“. To obtain a representative of [w] for some given w E A* we write [w] = 
[w,] . [wJ, such that W, E C* for some C E {C, , . . . , C.}, every letter of W, occurs 
on!v once, and W, is as iong as possible. From Theorem 2.5, it follows that this . 
factorization is uniquely determined, hence also the set of all the letters occurring 
in w,. If we order the letters of w, according to the order on G, which is total on 
every clique, we obtain a word u, E A*. u, is the first factor of the representative 
for W. If we define the representative of 1 to be 1 and assume by induction that the 
element [ w2] already has a unique representative u2 . . . u, then F(w) = u, . . u, E A* 
is the unique representative for w. F(w) is called Foata’s normalform of w. 
The original definition of Foata’s normal form [2] uses a totei order on the given 
graph. Formally our definition is slightly more general, but every total order extend- 
ing the given order on the graph defines the same Foata’s normal form which 
coincides with our definition of Foata’s normal form. 
Let us consider the following example. As before, Let Q be as shown in Fig. 5 
and a < b < c, e < c, b < d. Then Q is an ordered graph and Foata’s normal form 
of the word w = baeacbcedacdb E A* can be computed in the following way. The 
longest left factor of [w] which contains only one letter from some maximal clique 
C is w, = bat, because e does not commute with any of a, b, and d, and thus 
[w] =[w,] . [ceabedacdb]. The product of all the letters occurring in w, is, in the 
given order on 0, 11~ = abc, and [w] = [abc] . [ceabedacdb]. The longest left factor 
of [ceabedacdb] containing only letters from one clique is [ce], hence u2 = ec, and 
[w] = [abc] . [ec] . [abedacdb]. Proceed+ inductively in this way we obtain F(w) = 
abclecjablelbdlacld, where we indicate the factorization by vertical strokes. 
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Foata’s normal form F(w) = u, . u, for some w E A* can be equivalently 
described by the following conditions: 
0 every ui is a product of letters in strictly ascending order, contained in some 
CE{C,,...,C”), 
a for every letter a in ui+, there is a letter b in ui such that {a, b}e i3, 
?? F(W)E[W]. 
From 5s description it is easily seen by the following considerations that the set 
T,(G) of all Foata normal forms of elements of M(G) relative to the given order 
of G is a rational subset of A*. 
Consider the set V ={C]31 s is n C s C,} as a set of letters and define a 
monoid-morphism cp : %‘*+ A* by q(C) = a, . al, for eve;y C E D such that C = 
Jo i I,“‘, nr} and a, <. ~~<~,.D~~~~~K={CC’~C,C’E~,~~EC’-C’~.~.CU{C}E 
9); then T,(G) = q(%* - %*KCe*) is a rational subset of A* since by Kleene’s 
theorem Rat( a*) is a Boolean algebra, and homomorphisms preserve rationa!ity. 
A second normal form for the elements of a free partially commutative monoid 
M(G) is the following alphabetic normalform. Similarly as for Foata’s norma? form, 
the alphabetic normal form is originally defined for some given total order < on 
the graph G [3,6]. All elements within some equivalence class [w] have equal 
length, thus one can define for w E A*, the alphabetic normal form L(W) of w as 
the lexicographic smallest element in the equivalence class [w]. Now let G = (4, 8) 
be an arbitrarily ordered graph and w E A*. The next lemma shows that the set of 
all lexicographic minimal elements in [w] relative to this park1 order is a one- 
element set. 
Lemma 4.1. Let w, z E A* with [w] = [z] and w minimal in [w]. Then w # z+ w < z. 
Proof. Since w # z, we can find a longest common prefix x of w and 2. Then w = xau,, 
z = xbv2, and a, b t A with a # b. b must occur in v1 ~ hence there is a shcrtest word 
D such that w = xavby. Since w and z are equivalent, b must commute with ever; 
letter in v and with a, and we see that o is contained in AX, {u, bJE 0. Since w is 
mmimal in [w] we obtain B < b. G 
From this lemma we can see that for every w E A* the B-class [w] contains a 
uniquely determined lexicographic minimal element L(w), the alphabetic normal 
form of w. It also allows us to derive the following descriptions of TL( G) = 
{L(w)jw~A*} for G=(A, 0): 
w E TL( G) e (w = xavby, x, v, y E A*, {a, b] E 0, a > b+ v e .4X); 
T,(G)=A*- IJ A*aA;iiA*, 
‘X>-b,{~,b)~fl 
which shows that T,(G) is a rational cross-section for M(G). In our last example 
we obtain as the alphabetic normal form of w = baeacbcedacdb, the word L(w) = 
abeabebccdacd. 
Let us recall that the monoid-morphism I is an embedding of M(G) into CT x CT x 
‘. *xc?, where G = C, v C2 v. . u C. is the canonical form or an arbitrary cover 
of G by cliques of & The generating system is the set of n-tuples L(A) = {~(a) / a E A} 
and thus for every w E A” the n-tuple b(w) characterizes the equivalence class [w]: 
[v]=[w] e L(v)=&(w). 
Hence for fixed w E A*, every v E A’ with the property t(v) = L(W) can be considered 
as a representative for [w]. In general such a u is not uniquely determined, but 
every strategy proiucing for every [w], a unique v such that L(U) = L(W) gives a 
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cross-section of M(G). Let us consider again our example above, where is= 
(a@d@e)u(b@a)u(c@dj is the canonical form of 0. The word w= 
&ruc&e&z.fh has L(W) = (aeuedod, bebeb, ccdcd). A possible strategy to obtain a 
unique v is: “Read ~(wj from left to right and take the first letter, which is in the 
first place in every component, which contains this letter”. By this procedure we 
obtain from the n-tuple I(W) = (aeoedad, bebeb, ccdcd) 
t(w) = ~(a) * (eaedad, bebeb, ccdcd) = I 1 (eaedad, eheb, ccdcd) 
-= ~(abe) * (aedad, beb, ccdcd) = ‘(abea) ’ (edad, beb, ccdcd) 
= c(abeab) . (edad, eb, ccdcd) = ~(abeabe) . (dad, b, ccdcd) 
= l(abeabeb) . (dad, 1, ccdcd) = h(abeabebc) (dud, 1, cdcd) 
= c(abeabebcc) . (dad, 1, dcd) = ~(nbeabebccd) . (ad, 1, cd) 
= ~(abeabebccda) . (d, 1, cd) = ~(abeabebccdac) . (d, 1, d) 
= ~(abeabebccdacd), 
and the representative for w is u = abe&ebccdocd. We call u the left-right normal 
form of w and denote it by LR(w), writing frequently LR normal form. 
Note that for an arbitrary graph G = (A, 8) and w E A* the representative LR( w) 
depends on the order of the anticliques of G in CT x CT x. * . x C:, but does not 
depend on an a priori order on G. The set of all left-right normal forms is called 
TUG). 
We can imagine the n-tuple L(W) to be represented as a coflection of pipelines, 
each representing one component. We start with empty pines and begin reading in 
the first letter of w, in our example in Fig. 6 this is b, into every pipe which represents 
a component i such that bc Ci. Now we can read the contents of the pipeline 
according to Fig. 7. We say, a letter is top-visible, if it is in top position in every 
pipe which contains this letter. Every top-visible letter is a left-factor of w, and vice 
versa, every letter, multiplied from the left, will be top-visible. Dually, bottom-visible 
letters are exactly the right-factors of w, which are elements of A. 
- 
b m- b a i 
acbcedacdb 
) 
e_ 
Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 7. 
For example, in Fig. 7 the letters a, b, c are top-visible and b, d are bottom-visible. 
The rule “remove all the visible letters of the top slice and multiply them according 
to some given order of the graph to obtain some slice-product, and then multiply 
all the slice-products in the order of the slices” gives the Foata’s normal form relative 
to the order of ihe graph. Similarly, taking at every moment the visible letter which 
is minimal in the order of the graph, gives the alphabetic normal form. Note that 
this letter is unique, because all the letters visibie at the same time belong to one 
clique. Finally, taking always the leftmost among all visible letters produces the 
left-right normal form. 
From this visualization of the various normai forms it is immediate that a word 
w=u,.... . u, E TF( G) has a factorization [w] = [u] . [u] for some u E TF( G) which 
contains only letters a, b such that {a. b}c B if and only if [u] is a factor of [u,]. 
Also Lemma 4.1 is now obvious since it simply states that one cannot do better 
than taking in every slice of visi’oie ietters the order induced by the order on the 
graph. 
We recall that free partially commutative monoids can be considered as a model 
for nonsequential processes. The letters of the alphabet A are imagined as elementary 
actions and commutation of two letters means that the composition of the corre- 
sponding actions is independent of their order. Foata’s normal form for some given 
w E A*, together with its factorization F(w) = uIJuzj _ . . lu, contains the fo!!owing 
information: 
o r is the minimal number of steps necessary to perform w if arbitrarily high 
paralleli@ is a!!owed; 
?? the necessary nnmber of processes working in parallel to obtain the performance 
of w in r steps is the maximal length of a factor in Foata’s normal form. 
This number of processes is independent of w for those w using all the letters of 
the alphabet. From Theorem 2.7(2) we have seen in Section 2 that this number is 
the size of a minimal cover of G by auticiiques and therefore this number has been 
call,:d the parallelity number of the graph G. With this number of parallel processes, 
and processing according to Foata’s normal form F(w) = u,luz] . . . Ia, we have 
optional performance for every w E A*. 
We can also easily deduce that the set T&(G) is rational. Let d = L, v Lzu. . . u 
L. be a represeuiation of G as a union of cliques. i.e. L, ,L,,...,L,isacoverof 
G by anticliques. For every a E A define i(n) =min(kj LI E Lk), Then the reflexive 
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and transitive closure of the relation “q”, defined by 
n<b -s i(a)<-i(b) and {a,b}EO 
(3 i(a)<i(b) and Vj(lsjsn){a, b}@.L, 
is a partial order s on the set A of vertices of G with the property that every clique 
of G is a chain in the order, because a < b and b < c imply a # c. Hence G is an 
ordered graph. Note that we also use the character “<” for the transitive closure 
of this relation. We call this partial order the order induced 5y the representafion of 
G or induced by the representation of M(A, 0). If we take on G the order induced 
by the canonical form of G, then the alphabetic normal form according to this order 
coincides with the LR normal form. This proves that Lemma 4.1 is a!so true for 
u’ = LR( w): 
Property 4.2 
WETLY @ (w=xavby,x,u,yEA*,{a,b}Ee,a>bbJv~AB), 
T,,(G)=A*- l_J A*aAgbA*. 
.>h,,‘I,h)El7 
From this characterization we can again derive that TLR(G) is a rational subset 
of A*. 
Every system T of normal forms of M(A, 9) can be considered as a monoid 
which is isomorphic to M(A, t3) if we define the product of u and u in the monoid 
T as the corresponding normal form of un. Considered as monoids, the sets TF, Tr, 
and TLR are thus isomorphic. Nevertheless the combinatorial structures of the sets 
TF, Tr, and T,, are very different. For example, every factor of some w in If, or 
in TLR is again in alphabetic or left-right ncrma! form, respectively, whereas the set 
TF is only closed under taking prefixes. The set TLR has the particular property that 
the normal form of some word can be constructed without knowing the order on 
G explicitly, but only a canonical form of d together with some total order on the 
set of anticliques of G. property 4.2 implies that the concatenation of two LR-normal 
forms u and w is again in LR-normal form iff for every letter a of u which commutes 
with some letter b of w the following is true: 
u=xau,, w=v,by, a>b * u,vz~A~. 
From this observation we can derive the following useful results. As usual, we 
denote the free semigroup generated by some set A by the symbo! A+. Then 
A*=A*-1. 
Theorem 4.3. Let G and H be arbitrary graphs with their partial orders induced by 
the canonicalforms of G and g. Consider GO H, GO H and Y( G) as ordered graphs 
according to the discussion before Theorem 3.2. Then the following equalities hold: 
T,,(GOH) = ii;,(Gj . T,,(H), 
TdG@H)= TLR(G)~ ((GJH)-l). (LAG)-I))*. LdH). 
L(G)=q (L(S(G))), 
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where f is the natural morphism from G onto S(G) and 7, is the substitution 
a+~bt...bt-1 with {b ,,..., b,}=f-‘(a) andb,<..*<b.. Finally, $‘fis the 
natural morphism from G onto Yf 6), and 7; is the substitution a’ ++ (bf . bz)* - 1 
with {b, , . . , b.} =f-‘(a), then 
Proof. Before establishing the inclusions in both directions, we have to check that 
the orders on GOH and on GO H can be considered as being induced by some 
total order on the anticliques of G@H and on GOH, respectively. In fact, it is 
easy to see that for given total orders on the set of anticliques of G and H, their 
ordinal sum induces the desired order on G 0 H and their ordinal product induces 
the desired order on GO H. 
The above condition on concatenations of LR-normal forms is trivially true for 
each of the four right-hand sides, hence the inclusions from right to left fobow. 
Converseiy, in every word of ?;,(GCQH) no letter of H can be followed by a letter 
of G, and thus every element of T&GO H) splits into a product of a left-factor 
in TLR( G) with a right-factor in TLR( H). 
Obviously, every element of T,,(G@H) uniquely decomposes in the desi:ed 
way, because G and H are disjoint. 
To see the third equality, note first that T”n( G) is a rational expression over the 
set {a+1 a E A) because Property 4.2 makes sure that for all a E fI, u, ti E A*: ual; f 
TLR(GJ~ua’v s T,,(G). Hence rr and 7 are in fact applicable substitutions and 
their result is not depending on the actual rational expression for &(G). Now let 
w E T,,(G). w uniquely decomposes into w = w, _ _ wk such that all the letters of 
W, have the same image in Y(G) and different wi have different images. With 
Property 4.2 the third equality follows. A similar reasoning yields the !ast 
equality. 0 
Remark 4.4. (1 j For primitive graphs G we can easily derive rational expressions 
for T’,(G) with the help of Theorem 4.3. The star-height of T,,(G) is equal to 
1 i-the number of occurre_n:es of @ in a longest branch of the tree for the alternating 
normal form of G. 
(2) Moreover, to construct rational expressions for TJG) and arbitrary graphs 
G we see that it is suthcient to know rational expressions for T,,(H) for all graphs 
H which are indecomposable and skeletal. 
(3) All the .ational operations used in Theorem 4.3 are unambiguously rationai, 
hence for every primitive graph G the set TLR( G) is unambiguously rational. 
(4) Theorem 4.3 remains true if TLR is replaced by TL. 
For one-point graphs (a, B), the set of LR-normal forms is u* = 1 + a ‘. Hence 
Theorem 4.3, spljiied ts the graph G = b 0 (a 0 c) yields the rational expression 
T,,(G)=(l+b+)~(l+a+)~(l+(~~a+)+)~(l+c+)=b*(a*c*)*. 
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Since the complement of G has the skeleton bed, we have TLR(m) = 
(I+ b+) . (I+ d+). .4pplying the last equality of Theorem 4.3 for the mapping I 
sending a and c to d, and b to b, we obtain 
l&(G)=(l+b+) . (I+(a*<*)*-I)= b*(a*c*)* 
again. 
Occasionally we shall identify some cross-section T with the mapping of M(G) 
into A* having the property that the natural homomorphism of A* onto M(G) 
composed with T gives the identity mapping on M( ii). In this sense the cross-section 
T can be applied to the monomials of some polynomial p F Z((M( G))) and defines 
a normal form T(p) E Z((A*)) of p. The same can be done in the slightly generalized 
situation where A* is replaced by an arbitrary monoid N having a surjective 
morphism Q onto M(G). Then we may say that T is a cross-section aiong 4 or a 
cross-section of M(G) in N if 9 is understood. 
5. The MEbius-function of M(A, 0) 
The Miibius-function ,u,,, of a locally finite monoid M is defined as the inverse 
of the series &,, =x:nIEnt m E Z((M)): pFLM = &,‘. For M = M(G), pcLM has been deter- 
mined in [2] as pLLM =p(G). To keep this paper self-contained we reproduce a 
variation of Weanot’s [9] elegant bijective proof of this fact. 
Proposition 5.1. For every graph G and M = M(G) the Miibius-function of M is 
TV>,, =p(G). 
Proof. We &row that p(G) . c,,,, = 1 in Z((M)). This is equivalent to 
z (-l)"a,a, . . . a,. m = 1, 
where the summation is over all pairs ({a,, a,, . , a,}, m) with {a,, a,,. . , a.} 
a c!ique of G and m an e!ement of M. We fix an order on G and identify every 
m E M with its Foata normal form F(m) = u, . . . u, E T,(G). To every pair 
({o,, ci, . . , n,.), m) we aasoci3.te n s PCOZX! pair by the following procedure. Define 
R={a~Ala occurs in u, and for all i=l,...,n {a,ai}ce} and consider BU 
{a; 9 a2,. . . , a,:. Note that thin union is disjoint. This set is a clique of G, hence it 
has a minimal element b in the order of G. If b E B, then b is a left-factor of m, 
hence m = 6. m’ for some rn’E T,(G), and we associate ({a,, a?, . . . , .T., b}, m’); 
if be{a,,a2,. . . , a,}, then we associate ({a,, a,, . . . , a.}-{b}, F(b. m)). Other- 
wise, the pair ({a,, uZ, . . . , a,}, m) remains unchanged. This defines a sign-reversing 
involution (Y on the set of pairs (C, m), where C is a clique of G and m E M, leaving 
fixed the pair (0, 1) only, which produces 1 in the above sum. 0 
It may happen that for the calculation of FM &, we do not need any commutation, 
i.e. if we write @M and [+, as elements of Z((A*)) appropriately, then I*.,, . &,, = 1 
in Z((A*)). For example, the graph G=bO(aOc) has &.,=~~=(I-a-c))‘. 
(l-b)-‘. This can be calculated in Z((A*)): CM = C,,, (a + c)” . En,, b”. Tk support 
of this series is the rational cross-section (a + c)*b* = (a*c*)*b* of M(G). From 
the properties of p(G) it follows easily that for every primitive graph G and 
A4 = M(G), the product F,,., . & = I can be calculated in Z((A*)). We shall see that 
P is not the maximal class of graphs with this property. 
Let N be a monoid generated by A which has a surjective morphism f onto 
the monoid M. We say. ~,~r and cn, can be lifted or have a lifting to Z{(N)) if 
we can find cross-sections T and T’ of f in N such that for p = T’&) 
(=C mtiCr (p,,,, m)T’(m)) and i’= T(&) the relation @. c= t holds in Z((N)). In this 
sense the Mobius-function of M(A, 19) may be used to calculate cross-sections in N. 
After several discussions with V. Diekert there is some evidence for the following 
conjecture. 
Canjecture 5.2. Let G= (A, 0) be an ordered graph, 0 ={{a, b); {b, C$E @/{a, c}& t3 
anda< b(c). Then pM(G) and[,w(G) can be lifred to Z((M(A, &)j). 
We call an order on a graph G = (A, 8) perfee& if it has the property 
{a,b}E6 a atbora>b. 
The graph G is said to have a perfect order, if there is some order on G for which 
the above condition is true. The next lemma implies that every primitive graph has 
a perfect order. The graphs L, and Q from Section 2 are examples for graphs having 
perfect orders withour being primitive. 
Lemma 5.3. Let G and H be graphs. 
(1) GO H has a perfeet order iff G and H haue a perfeft order. 
(2) GO H has a perfect order $G and H haze a perfect order. 
(3) G has a perfect order if and only if the skeleton 9(G) has a perfect order. 
(4) Let G and H be graphs with .Y( G) = Y(H). Then G has a per&t order iff H 
has a perfect order. 
(5) G has a perfect order cf and only if SF(d) has n perfect order. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are clear. 
(3) Every n-class U is a clique of G and for q-classes .!J and V we have 
(U, (Y))@(V, 0) or (U, (Y))O(V, (Y)) as a subgraph of G. If G has a perfect 
o:der, then the order on P’(G) inherited from G by n < 6 G [a] < [6] is again perfect. 
If Y(G) has a perfect order, then the order on G defined by this condition can be 
easily extended to a perfect order on G by introducing an arbitrary rorai order on 
every n-ciass. 
(4) Follows immediately from (3) since 9(G) = Y(H). 
(5) Follows by the same reasoning as (3). ??
Remark 9.4. The property of a graph to have a perfect order may bc expressed by 
each of the following statements, which are easily proved to be equivalent. 
(1) There is an order on G such that the set of cliques and the set of chains 
coincide. 
(2) There is an order on G such that the set of maximal cliques and the set of 
maximal chains coincide. 
(3) There is an order on G such that every clique is a chain and every anticlique 
is an antichain. 
(4) There is an order on G such that the set of maximal anticliques and the set 
of maximal antichains coincide. 
This property is also known under different names. Graphs with a perfect order 
are called rransitiuely orientable [5,7,8] or comparability graphs ]1,7]. 
The next proposition has been obtained recently by Diekert [S]. 
Proposition 5.5. For every graph G = (A, 0) !Le @lowing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) F~,(G) can be lified ro Z{(A*)), 
(2) ’ ,!:ere is n perfect order ori G. 
Remark 5.6. (1) If i is a perfect order on G = (A, 8), then the set { (ba, ab) 1 a < b} 
is a complete finite semi-Thue-system for M(A, 0) producing for every w E A* the 
normal form L(w). Conversely, let R be a complete Gnite semi-Tbue-system for 
M(A, 0). Define a < b if (ba, ab) E R. Since R has no loops, this defines a partial 
order on G. To see that this order is perfect, let a, b, c E A such that a < b < c and 
consider cba E A*. From cba, ~2 allows to derive bca and cab, hence we obtain from 
the local confluence of 0 that (ca, ar) must belong to 0. This implies a < c and 
thus < is perfect. Perfect orderings on G are thus equivalent to complete semi-Thue- 
systems for M(A, 0). This fact has been noticed recently by Otto [S]. 
(2) There are graphs without perfect order: Every cycle of odd length greater 
than three is without perfect order. 
Our investigations have shown that the essenriai algebraic properties of a free 
partially commutative monoid M are determined by the properties of the indecom- 
posable graphs which are skeletal, whose complementary graph is skeletal, and 
which occur as parts of the graph describing M. 
We conclude this section with a proposition simplifying the search for perfect 
orders on graphs. For a given graph G = (A, 0) we say that a system L,, L?, . . , Lk 
of anticliques of G is a vertex’-cover (of G or of A) by anticliques, if the 1: are 
anticliques of G and their union is A. Analogously we define vertex-covers by 
cliques. It is called minimal, if the number k is minimal. A closer inspection of the 
definition of the order on G induced by some cover of G by anticliques shows that 
Fig. 8 
it is sufficient to have a minimal vertex-cover of G by antic!iques to define the same 
order on G. 
The graph F shown in Fig. 8 is an example showing that mirrimal covers by 
cliques and minimal vertex-covers by cliques have different cardinaiity in general. 
The system {a,f}, {b, d}, {c, e} is the minimal vertex-cover of F, whereas {a, b, c}, 
{a,f}, {b, dj, {c; ej is the oniy minimai <over of F by cliques. 
Proposition 5.7. Every perfect order on a graph G is induced by some cartonical form 
of d; in fact i! is induced by some minimal vertex-cover of G by anticliques. 
Proof. For a given perfect order < on G = (AI li) we define the sequence A,, A>, 
, AI of subsets of A in the following way: 
?? A,=minA, 
?? if A-U,,j_iAjfO, then Ai+,=minA-U,,jSiA,. 
It is clear that A,, AZ,. . . , At is a partition of A and every Ai is an antichain. 
Evidently, the number k is the length of a maximal chain in the given order and 
hence A,, A,, . . , AI is a minimal cover of A by antichains. We comp;e:e this 
partition to a cover of A by antichains in the following way: 
for all i= 1,. . , k, Li =max U 4. 
Iljsi 
Then we have for all i = 1,. . . , k, U,,j,, L, = iJ,,_, A, and A, c Li, hence 
L, , Lt,. . . , Ln form a cover of A by nonempty antichains and since every point in 
a maximal chain must belong to exact!y one of the Li, the system L, , L, . . , Lk is 
a minimal cover as well. Finally, every set L, is a maximal antichain of A. In fact, 
suppose we could find some a E A-l+ such that {a} u Li is an antichain and i is 
minimal for this property. Then i # I since L, = A, is a maximal antichain. Further- 
more, aCUISjSi Lj =lJlcjS, A,, and {a}uAi is an antichain. This implies that 
a E min A-U,,,,,_, A, = A;, contradicting the assumption a @ L,. 
Since the order is perfect, the system L, , Llr . . . , Lk is a minimal vertex-cover of 
G by maxima1 anticliques, and the order induced by this vertex-cover is rhe original 
order. All the remaining maximal anticliques of G can now be appended to this set 
system without changing the induced order. 0 
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The previous proof has shown the following. 
Corollary 5.8. If a graph has a perfect order, then minimal vertex-covers and minimal 
(edge-) covers have the same cardiEality. 
The graph I’ for the graph F defined above is an example for a graph having 
minimal vertex-cover and minimal cover with equal cardinality without having a 
perfect order. This shows that this condition does not characterize the class of graphs 
with perfect order. 
Proposition 5.7 shows that looking for a perfect order on a graph G can be done 
by finding a minimal cover of G by anticliques with the property that in the induced 
order on G every maximal anticlique is an antichain. Hence we may take the 
vertex-cover of G by all maximal anticliques, i.e. the canonical form of G, and test 
whether a permutation of this set system induces a perfect order. It is not clear 
whether it is sufficient to start with a minimal cover. 
As we noticed earlier, the LR normal form with respect to some representation 
of G coincides with the alphabetic normal form with respect to the order induced 
by this representation. From Proposition 5.7 we also conclude that for every perfect 
order on G we have TLR= T,, hence we can compute the alphabetic normal form 
without making explicit use of the order. 
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